
Chullo Hat

Materials: Approx. 100 g worsted weight yarn (Brown Sheep Lamb's Pride recommended)

(Colorwork requires a bit more yarn)

16” circular needle in size 6 or 7, set of the same size double pointed needles.

Cast on 4 stitches with Color 1.  Purl 1 row.

Row 1:  K1, M1R*, K until 1 stitch remains, M1L**

Row 2:  Purl.

Repeat rows 1 and 2 while working Chart 1 (the 

cast-on row is the first row of the chart) until you 

have 30 stitches.  The chart should end on a knit row, 

but since you already have 30 stitches skip the 

increases on this last row.  Break yarn, and place 

stitches on a holder.  Make second earflap to match, 

but leave one strand of yarn attached (color 4).

Cast on 20 stitches using the backwards-loop 

method.  K across the stitches held from the first 

earflap.  Cast on 40 stitches.  Knit across second 

earflap, being careful that none of the cast-on 

stitches have twisted around the needle.  Knit 10 

stitches and place a marker.  This is the center back 

of the hat.

Knit in rounds while working chart 2 until hat 

measures between 4.5 and 5 inches from cast-on 

edge.  You can also add a band of a different color 

pattern here.  (If adding a pattern, I do so at row 11 

of chart 2, continuing to use color 1 as the 

background.)  Make sure your pattern repeat divides 

evenly into 120 stitches, and it's best if it isn't taller 

than about 20 stitches.  Once you're finished, start 

chart 2 again at row 12.

When you have reached 4.5 or 5 inches, start 

decreasing for the top.  Alternate one decrease round 

and one plain round.  For decrease rounds, K2tog at 

8 places spaced fairly evenly around the hat.  Try to 

place them so that they disrupt the pattern's 

appearance as little as possible; clipping the tip from 

a swirl or narrowing a column that's at least 3 

stitches wide are good options.  Adjust following 

rows so that they align with the rows below, even 

though you'll have to skip some of the charted 

stitches.  When you get to a round where you start a 

new color (rows 22, 32, 42) you can 'reset' the 

pattern by starting with 5 stitches of each color, 

regardless of what is below.

When you get down to 48 stitches, you'll want to 

start decreasing faster.  Decrease 12 stitches on the 

next decrease round.  Knit one plain row, then 

decrease 16.  At this point you will have 20 stitches 

left.  K2tog all the way around, and keep going until 

you have 8 stitches.  Break the yarn, thread it 

through the remaining stitches, pull tight and weave 

in the end.



Finishing:  Starting at the back at the edge of an 

earflap, crochet around the edge of the hat (cast-on 

and earflap edges alike.)  This will help keep edges 

from curling up.  If desired, add cords or braids to 

the ends of earflaps, and perhaps a tassel at the top.

*  Make 1 right (increase):  Find the strand of yarn 

that crosses horizontally between the needles.  Pick 

it up with the left needle, from behind.  Knit through 

the front loop of this picked-up strand (this will twist 

it to the right.)

**  Make 1 left (increase):  Same as M1R, but 

twisted to the left.  To do this, pick up the strand 

from front to back instead of back to front, then knit 

through the back loop.

Crochet-less edge alternative:

Some sort of border helps keep the edges from 

curling.  If you don't want to crochet, you can use 

garter stitch/ribbing instead.  To do so, simply knit 2 

stitches at the beginning and end of each purl row on 

the earflaps.  The center of the flap will be 

stockinette, with a 2-stitch-wide border of garter. 

Then, after casting on the remaining stitches, work 3 

rounds in K1 P1 ribbing over all the cast-on edges 

and above the 2 stitches at each edge of the earflaps. 

(Just knit across the center of the earflap – you aren't 

on an edge, so you don't need ribbing.)  After 3 

rounds switch to plain knit.
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